Abstract-Data synopsis is a lossy compressed representation of data stored into databases that helps the query optimizer to speed up the query process, e.g. time to retrieve the data from the database. An efficient data synopsis must provide accurate information about the distribution of data to the query optimizer at any point in time. Due to the fact that some data will be queried more often than others, a good data synopsis should consider the use of nonuniform accuracy, e.g. provide better approximation of data that are queried the most. Although, the generation of data synopsis is a critical step to achieve a good approximation of the initial data representation, data synopsis must be updated over time when dealing with time varying data. In this paper, we introduce new Haar wavelet synopses for nonuniform accuracy and time-varying data that can be generated in linear time and space, and updated in sublinear time. We further introduce two linear algorithms, called 2-Step and M-Step for the Point-wise approximation problem that clearly outperforms previous algorithms known in literature, and two new algorithm called, Data Mapping and Weight Mapping for the Range-sum approximation problem that, to the best of our knowledge, represent a key research milestone as being the first linear algorithm for arbitrary weights. For both scenarios, we focus not only on the generation of the data synopsis but also on their updates over time. The efficiency of our new data synopses is validated against other linear methods by using both synthetic and real data sets.
I. INTRODUCTION
How to efficiently query data is a fundamental problem in databases. Estimating the cost of complex queries, reflecting CPU time, memory usage and I/O operations, requires a detailed knowledge of how data are distributed and stored into database tables. In practice, any database system maintains a concise lossy compressed data structure, called data synopsis, that approximates the data distribution at any point in time. The query optimizer will use this data summary to decide how a query is executed in order to retrieve the requested data at the minimal cost in terms of overall processing overhead. Besides accuracy, the cost of generating and updating synopses is a major concern, since the cost of optimization may overwhelm its benefits if the cost of synopsis is too large.
According to the characteristics of the environment at which data synopses are applied, data synopses might be classified as (i) Uniform vs. Nonuniform and (ii) Static vs. Dynamic.
Data synopses applied to data that require the same quality of approximation are known as "uniform". All data subset will be represented by the same weight, that reflects the fact that any data subset must be treated in the exact same way as the others. Scenarios in which at least one data subset is required to be known with a better quality of approximation than others, e.g. for example because it might be invoked in the query process more often than the others, are known as "nonuniform". In this case, the weight associated to each data subset will be different; the larger is the value of its weight the higher is the quality of its approximation for the data subset.
At the same time, data synopses can be defined for "static" or "dynamic" data structures. When data and weights do not change over time, it is said to be "static". In this context, it is important to generate a good data synopsis for the data on hands. When data or weights change over time, the scenario is said to be "dynamic". Dynamic scenarios are challenging to be managed. In this case, data synopses should be well generated and updated over time in order to provide approximated answers with high accuracy and thus provide meaningful information to the query optimizer at any point in time.
There are two types of data synopses that can be used to answer database queries: Point-wise approximation and Range-sum approximation. The Point-wise approximation is defined for single data point query while the Rangesum approximation is defined for data intervals query, e.g. set of data points. As a consequence, Point-wise approximation can be seen as a special case of Rangesum approximation when the data interval collapses into one single data point.
In this paper, we introduce new wavelet data synopses that can be generated in linear time and updated in sublinear time for dynamic-data and nonuniform weights. Our major contributions are summarized in the following. First, we propose two linear algorithms for the Point-wise approximation problem, called 2-step and M-step. Results clearly show how the proposed algorithms outperform weighted wavelet algorithm [1] on approximation error on both synthetic and real data sets with only O(B 3 ) extra running time, where B represents the approximation space. Second, we propose two linear algorithms for the Range-sum approximation problem called Data-mapping and Weight-mapping. To the best of our knowledge, these algorithms represent the first linear algorithms ever proposed in literature for arbitrary weights. For n weights and B compression space, we show that both time and space complexity is O(n 2 + B 3 ), which is linear to the weight size O(n 2 ). Third, all the algorithms we proposed in this paper are the first ones that focus not only on the generation of the data synopsis but also on its updates overtime. For dynamic data and weights, the time complexity of synopsis updates is O(log(n)+B
3 ) for point-wise approximation and O(n + B
3 ) for range-sum approximation. Fourth, we show that when the structure of given weights can be simplified, our algorithm can be tuned accordingly, and the complexity for range-sum synopses generation can be reduced from O(n 2 + B 3 ) to O(n + B
3 ). The remainder of this paper is structured as following. Section II provides the mathematical definition of Pointwise and Range-sum approximations and introduces the related work. In Sections III and IV we present two new algorithms for generating Point-wise approximation, e.g. 2-step and M-step, and two new algorithms for generating Range-sum approximation, e.g. Data-mapping and Weight-mapping. In section V, we introduce the novel incremental method that can minimize the computational cost when experiencing dynamic data and weights. In section VI we introduce three examples where our algorithm can simplify the inner states, which is used to accelerate the synopses generation, if the weights have patterns inside. As a result, the overall cost can be reduced to sublinear in term of the input weight size. In Section VII we validate the performance achieved by these algorithms using both synthetic and real-data, while Section VIII concludes the paper.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND PREVIOUS WORK
Small space synopses in database systems have been studied over decades to improve both the accuracy and the efficiency of the query approximation and query optimization. Traditional data synopses only represent the data that reside in the database, but they lack of considering the characteristic of the data being queried. As a consequence, data queried more often than others are treated exactly in the same way and thus the overall quality of the approximations produced ends to be poor.
Query Feedback systems [2] - [7] have been proposed to address this problem. In these systems, data approximations are corrected by their real values returned from queries, so that the frequently visited data can be more accurate than the others. An example of such feedback mechanism is represented by systems like LEO [7] . However query workload information is not fully explored in these systems, since the data accuracy only reflect how recently the data is queried, but not how often the data is queried.
Only recently, real weights that indicate the frequency of data being queried are extracted from workloads and used to generate "usage-oriented" synopses [1] , [8] , [9] . In this paper, we use weights from workloads instead of query feedback mechanism to quantify the accuracy of our data synopses.
Considerable work is available in literature for the Point-wise data synopses generation when using histogram data synopses [2] , [3] , [8] , [10] - [12] . However, most recently, several papers [1] , [13] - [17] remark the effectiveness of using wavelet decomposition in reducing large amount of data to compact sets of wavelet coefficients, termed wavelet synopses. Wavelet synopses have been proved to provide fast and reasonably accurate approximate answers to queries. Among wavelet synopses, the Haar wavelet synopsis has been found to be the most interesting one to be used in database due to its simple structure.
In this paper we focus on Haar wavelet synopsis applied to dynamic data and nonuniform weights for both Pointwise and Range-sum approximations. In figure 1 , we show an example of wavelet transform of a signal A with length 8. The coefficients D are the inner product of the signal A, represented as ⊗, and the wavelet vectors
In the following we provide the mathematical definition of the two problems.
Problem 1 (Point-wise Approximation): Let A 1×n be a generic data vector of dimension n and Π 1×n be the weight vector of dimension n that reflects the approximation quality of each data point of A, e.g. to each
Let Ψ be the set of n candidate wavelets and B be the allowed number of wavelets to be used for the data synopsis. Let D be the set of coefficients associated to the B chosen wavelets, e.g.
The Point-wise approximation problem can be stated as to identify the optimal subset of B wavelets from Ψ and their associated coefficients D, in order to minimize the weighted Point-wise approximation error defined as:
where A represents the wavelet approximation of data set A, e.g. 
The Range-sum approximation problem can be stated as to identify the optimal subset of B wavelets from Ψ and their associated coefficients D, in order to minimize the weighted Range-sum approximation error defined as:
where A(i, j) represents a generic linear function of the wavelet approximation of A(i, j), e.g.
Most of the wavelet synopses are generated under the assumption of uniform weights for both Point-wise and Range-sum approximations [13] [14] [15] . For Point-wise approximation, the Parseval's theorem provides a solution that applies to all orthonormal data transforms, i.e., the best approximation is achieved by largest coefficients. For range-sum approximation, [15] presents an optimal solution on Haar wavelet synopsis.
The methods that study the more general case of nonuniform weights scenario result to be either suboptimal in terms of approximation errors [1] or too expensive in terms of running time [18] . Matias and Urieli in [1] provided the first linear algorithm, called Weighted-wavelet (W-wav), able to preserve Parseval's orthonormal condition by using a smart combination of wavelets and weights. As a result, their method provides the best synopses on weighted Haar bases, when choosing the largest coefficients as synopses. Unfortunately, this approach provides approximation errors that do not decrease monotonically with respect to the compression space B and the outcome approximation error may not be bounded. In Figure 2 we show with an example of what just stated. Data A is extracted from an exponential distribution. We define approximation error with B = 0
e. assume all data values are 0. The approximation error of W-wav with B = 0 is ǫ 0 = 623.49. With more compression space B = 2, the error increases to 686.55. Their approximation is far from the ideal approximation (see Section III), and worse than our 2-step method (see Section III) that reduces the error to 306.95 with B = 2. This problem exists not only for exponential data sets, but for all data sets that are characterized by only a few very large values.
Guha and Harb in [18] studied this problem for different L p norm errors. They proved that the best coefficients can be found by searching a bounded region that is specified by the optimal error of L ∞ . Because the real value of this optimal error is unknown, the algorithm needs to guess a value to run. The accuracy of the solution is strictly related to the cardinality of the search space. The larger the search space is, the more accurate the result will be at the cost of a higher running time. The time complexity reaches O(n 3 ) for L 2 error, and the space complexity is super linear to n. As a consequence, the complexity of their approach results to be too high for synopses used for databases.
In [9] , the author studied a special case of this problem where the weights are assumed to be organized into k intervals, and a unique weight value is associated to each interval. The running time is O(nkB 2 log(n)). When k = n, this case collapses to the Point-wise approximation problem, with a quadratic running time O(n 2 B 2 ) in terms of n.
Conversely, data synopses generation for the more general case of range-sum approximation has received only little attention from the research community. Most of the work in literature has studied this problem in the context of uniform weights or hierarchical weights [10] , [11] , [19] ignoring completely the importance of the non-uniform workload scenario. In this paper, we extensively study this problem as well and propose two linear algorithms to generate range-sum synopses in the context of arbitrary weights.
We conclude this section by highlighting the fact that all previous work, for both point-wise and range-sum approximation has been focused only on the generation of the data synopses, but ignored the importance of a more realistic scenario in which both data and weights can change over time and thus the mechanism on how to update the data synopsis over time. We consider this case as well in the paper.
III. NONUNIFORM POINT-WISE APPROXIMATION

PROBLEM
In order to approach this problem, let us define three variables that come to play into the problem (see Figure 3): (i) the data vector A, (ii) the wavelet vectors Ψ and (iii) the weight vector Π. For uniform weights, the data vector A is mapped to the wavelet vector Ψ in order to generate data synopses. For nonuniform weights, the mapping is arbitrary. The W-wav algorithm combines the weight vector with the wavelet vector by stretching wavelets vertically. The new wavelet basis is thus weightspecific. Data synopsis obtained when considering a specific weight vector might be sub-optimal for a different weight vector. As a result, the wavelet basis has to be recomputed every time a weight change is experienced, leading to large cost in database management. A different approach to solve this problem is to combine the weight vector with the data vector. The intuition behind this approach comes from a good understanding of the error function.
Given the data vector A and the weight vector Π, the error function (Equation 1) can be formulated as:
where A represents the approximation of A, while
With this simple manipulation, the error function has been reduced to a uniform-weight case. As a result, the best approximation A * of A can be solved from A
, where the optimal approximation A * W of A W exists according to Parseval's theorem. We refer to this method as ideal approximation. Unfortunately this method is impractical because it requires the knowledge of the weight value Π[i] for each point, and thus inadmissible because the compression space B is not large enough to store Π. One might consider to introduce an approximation of Π but this will lead to a strong suboptimality.
In this paper we propose two algorithms, called 2-step and M-step that are based on the intuition to first select wavelets according to the optimal error ǫ * , and then optimize their coefficients on A.
A. 2-step algorithm
The name of this algorithm comes from its 2-step mechanism adopted to derive the data synopsis (figure 4). In
Step A, we define the weighted data A W to be a pointwise product of A and
. The algorithm selects a set of wavelets with the largest B coefficients from the wavelet transform of A W .
Step B computes the best coefficients D[i] for the chosen wavelets by solving the partial differential equation of the function described in Equation (1), e.g.
The nice characteristics of the proposed algorithm is related to the fact that its approximation error is bounded by
)| after the first iteration, and it will be reduced significantly at the second iteration.
The time and space complexity in Step A is O(n) for generating A W from A and W , as well as computing its wavelet transform, which is linear to the data size. Thus whether the Step B can be computed in linear time is critical to keep the overall cost low. The following lemma describes why Step B requires only linear time [9] .
Lemma 1: For any given wavelet set with size B, the best coefficient set D can be find in O(n + B 3 ) time.
Proof Let the chosen wavelet set be Λ = {Ψ 1 , ..., Ψ B }. The approximated data R, defined as the product of the chosen wavelets and their coefficients, can be computed
As a consequence, the approximation error ǫ, defined as the L 2 distance between original data and approximated data, can be written as:
while ⊗ is the inner product 1 and ⊙ is the point-wise product of two vectors 2 . To find the best D[i] that minimizes the error, we solve the following set of equations:
Notice that, the set of equations above can be written in matrix notation P D = Q where
Since the time for solving P D = Q is at most O(B 3 ), the dominate part of the time complexity ends to be the generation of the matrices P and Q. In the following, we propose an efficient approach to generate those matrices in O(n) based on the intuition that the computation of Ψ i and Ψ j collapses into three simple and standard cases, as shown in the following:
where l is the length of Ψ i 's Support Interval, which is the non-zero parts of
As a consequence, P [i, j] is either 0 (case 1), or the average value of Π in Ψ i 's in the non-zero interval (case 2), or the wavelet transform coefficient of Π scaled by +c i or −c i , where the sign depends on the relative position of Ψ j and Ψ i (case 3). For both case 2 and case 3, P [i, j] can be computed directly from the wavelet transform of Π. Since we can compute all values for P [i, j] directly from one wavelet transform of Π, we need only O(n) time to generate the entire matrix P .
Same observation hold true for the computation of the matrix Q. Indeed, all
In the following, we prove that the P D = Q is indeed solvable. First, let's consider the case that not all coefficients of Π are 0 in any of the chosen wavelet Ψ i 's support interval, i = 1..B.
Then matrix P can be decomposed as the product of the matrix T and its transpose.
Since Ψ 1 , ..., Ψ B are linear independent, and
This means that rank(P ) = B and thus the P matrix is non-singular. Therefore P D = Q is solvable.
Second, let's consider a more general case where all Π are 0 for the entire Ψ i 's support interval. To prove this case, we set all the D[i] = 0, and thus reduce the matrix P to be equal to (B −k)×(B −k), where k is the number of such Ψ i s. Therefore, this equation is solvable. Now let's consider the computational time. In the worst case, we have B equations with B variables, and thus we can solve all
By adding the time required to generate the matrices P and Q and solve the system P D = Q, the total time complexity to compute the coefficients for a given wavelets is equal to O(n+B 3 ).
In summary, the time complexity of the 2-step algorithm is O(n) for the computation of the wavelet transform and O(n + B
3 ) for the computation of the best coefficients. The space complexity is O(n) for wavelet transform, and O(B 2 ) for the coefficients selection. We want to remark to the reader that the O(n) space can be reused in the second step since the algorithm requires to keep the indexes of the B chosen wavelets only. As a consequence, the total time required for execution is expressed by O(n + B
3 ) while the space required is O(max{n, B 2 }). Furthermore, its complexity becomes linear to the data size n when B ≪ n, e.g. typical of standard database applications.
B. M-step Algorithm
The M-step algorithm represents an improvement of the 2-step algorithm based on the observation that the error obtained by the 2-step algorithm can be further reduced down by selecting new wavelets at each iterations (figure 4). The selection of the new wavelets is carried out in order to minimize the difference between the approximated data and the original data, termed residue and denoted as R i where i represents the ith-iteration. The algorithm starts by setting the initial residue R 0 = A W , and the chosen wavelet set to be the empty set. At each iteration i, the algorithm computes the wavelet transform for the current residue R i , chooses the wavelet Ψ k with the largest coefficient and that does not belong to the chosen set. The new wavelet Ψ k is added to the chosen set. The algorithm computes the new coefficient vector D for all chosen wavelets by solving
, and the algorithm is ready to enter into the next iteration i + 1. The M − step algorithm continues until the cardinality of chosen wavelet set is equal to B.
At each step of this algorithm, every data point of the residue can change due to the new added wavelet. As a result, the algorithm needs to recompute the wavelet transform for every R i . After B steps, the running time adds up to O(nB+B 4 ). The storage space is O(max{n+ B, B 2 }), because the algorithm needs to remember up to B chosen coefficients.
A variation of the M-step algorithm is to choose I wavelets together at each step. This reduces the running time to O(nB/I + B 4 /I) at the cost of a degradation in accuracy. When I = B, this algorithm collapses to the 2-step algorithm.
A general comment about the two algorithms proposed in this section is related to their property of having the approximation error decreasing monotonously. If a "bad" wavelet is chosen at any iteration, the next step can always ignore its negative effects by setting its coefficient to 0. In Section VII we show how the two algorithms are able to efficiently reduce their estimation errors compared to W-wav algorithm.
IV. NONUNIFORM RANGE-SUMS APPROXIMATION
PROBLEM
The same idea presented in the previous section for the Point-wise approximation, can be easily generalized in the case of the Range-sum queries. For a data set A with length n, there are
number of intervals and weights. A Naive method to solve the Range-sum approximation problem is to generate a new data set A (new) , in which every data point A(i, j) represents an interval extracted from the original data A and computed as
. As a consequence, it is straightforward to write the error function of the new data
, and thus find the wavelet synopsis using methods in point-wise approximation case.
Although the idea is simple, the complexity of this approach is high because the length of A (N ew) is O(n 2 ) and thus largely exceeds the synopses space B.
Because the complexity is determined by the number of intervals constituting the original data A and the weights associated to each interval, in this Section we propose two new algorithms, named Data-mapping and Weightmapping, that generate new data vectors of size n. To the best of our knowledge, these algorithms are the first linear algorithms for arbitrary weights proposed in literature as now.
A. Data-mapping algorithm
The Data-mapping algorithm transforms the original Range-sum approximation problem into a simpler Pointwise approximation problem by introducing a simple data and weight transformation. Given the original data A, we define a new data A (DM) obtained as the partial sum of A, e.g.
. As a consequence, equation (2) can be looked as a function of new data A (DM) .
Thus we can obtain the expression of the new weights associated to the new data vector A (DM) as follows:
In order to minimize the error function and thus obtain the best wavelet coefficients D, we calculate the derivative equation of the error function regard to D and set it to 0, e.g.
If the B linear equations are solved one by one, the complexity of the procedure ends up to be O(n 2 B 2 +B 3 ). In order to reduce the time complexity of this step, we propose to organize the Equations (5) in matrix notation of the form P D = Q, where
Then we construct a prefix sum table for Π[i, j] that helps to compute the weights for any interval (i, j) in constant time, so that the overall complexity can be reduced to O(n 2 + B 3 ). In the following paragraphs, we introduce the method that can reduce the cost from polynomial to linear.
We start with the evaluation of the cost to generate the matrices P and Q.
First, the matrix P can be computed in O(B 2 ) due to two major observations: (i) There are only a constant number of intervals, i.e., less than 25 intervals, in which P [k, l] = 0, since there are only 5 non-zero intervals for
(ii) In these intervals, P [k, l] can be computed in constant time from i∈I,j∈J Π i,j , since normalization factor c k and c l are constants specified by only Ψ k and Ψ l . (iii) The computation of i∈I,j∈J Π i,j can be carried out in constant time with the help of a prefix sum table. The prefix sum table for Π i,j can be easily generated by adding every row of the table Π i,j to its next to generate i∈ [1,k] Π i,j for each j, then adding every column to its next right column to generate i∈ [1,k] ,j∈ [1,l] Π i,j (see Figure 6 for more details). At the end of this process, the data is very well organized so that the computation of the i∈I,j∈J Π i,j for any interval I = [i1, i2] and J = [j1, j2] needs only 3 operations:
Similarly, the matrix Q can be computed in O(B) time after constructing a prefix sum table of similar form for Figure 6 . Example of generation of a prefix sum 
As a result, the time required to generate the matrix P and Q is only O(B 2 ) with the help of their prefix sum tables, which need O(
) to construct. Therefore the total cost is successfully reduced from O(n 2 B 2 + B 3 ) to O(n 2 + B 3 ), including the O(B 3 ) time for solving equation P D = Q.
B. Weight-mapping algorithm
In some scenario, for example, when monitoring the trends of data changes through its approximation, one may prefer to approximate the original data A instead of its prefix sum data A (DM) . In this case, we need to find the new weights that are associated with A, since the original weights
Similar to the data-mapping scenario, the new weights can be derived from the error function (Equation 2) by substituting 
As for the weight mapping algorithm, there is a constant number of intervals, e.g. in this case 13 intervals, in which Ψ k (i, j)Ψ l (i, j) = 0. In these intervals, if we compute the prefix table for each of the
, and Π[i, j]A(i, j), then the matrices P and Q can be generated in O(B 3 ) time. As a result, the total cost for the Weightmapping algorithm is still O(n 2 + B 3 ), due to the prefix table construction time O(n 2 ) and equation solving time O(B 3 ). We conclude this section by providing the flow-charts of the Data-mapping and Weight-mapping algorithms shown in Figure 7 . Major strengths of these two algorithms are their capability to severely reduce the complexity of the original problem. They only require O(n 2 ) time and space to compute the new data set and O(n 2 + B 3 ) time and O(n 2 + B 2 ) space to compute wavelets and coefficients. As a consequence, the total running time of those algorithms is bounded by O(n 2 + B 3 ), while the 
V. TRACKING DYNAMIC CHANGES OF WEIGHTS AND
DATA
In the previous sections III and IV we introduced the algorithms to generate the data synopses. As we discussed in the introduction, in databases, data and weights might change over time. In this section we discuss how to keep the data synopses accurate over time when dealing with dynamic data and weights.
For Point-wise approximation, when a data point or a weight value changes, only up to log(n) wavelets need to change. By comparing them with the chosen B wavelets, the new wavelets can be found in max(log(n), B) time. Thus, the updating time is bounded by O(log(n) + B
3 ) with O(B 3 ) time required to find the new coefficients. For Range-sum queries, the dominant part of the cost is associated to the prefix sum table construction time, that requires O(n 2 ). In the following we propose an incremental multi-step method to keep the overall cost below O(n + B
3 ) while requiring an extra O(n) space to store updates. We describe the new method in the following sections for the data-mapping and the weightmapping algorithms for both the cases of dynamic data and weights.
A. Data change in data-mapping algorithm
For the data mapping algorithm, a change of a single data point may cause the change of up to n values in the prefix sum data A (DM) , depending on the location of the data point.
First, the method needs to recompute the wavelet transform of A (DM) , which requires O(n) time. Now, since A (DM) is not involved in the generation of the matrix P , the data change does not require any re-computation of the matrix P (see Equation (5)). However this is not the case for the vector Q.
As a second step, we need to re-compute the vector Q. It is straightforward to notice that if we update the prefix sum 
. We start from the update in one of its non-zero interval
Because only when t ∈ I, J, the new update will be reflected in the partial sum data, that is when i ≤ j < t or t < i ≤ j, A ′ (i, j) = A(i, j), 
Thus, v ′ I,J can be computed from v I,J in O(1) time (Equation (7)) . When the changes reach n, we recompute the prefix sum tables, and run the algorithm on the new tables, which
B. Data change in weight mapping algorithm
The only difference between the weight mapping and the data mapping resides in the first step of the method. When A[t] changes, the time involved in finding new wavelets is O(log(n)), instead of O(n). In the second step, only the vector Q's prefix table changes with
O(
By applying the same method in data updates, we can compute P [k, l] and Q[k] from the original prefix sum tables, and add δ
C. Weight change in data mapping algorithm
In the data mapping algorithm, a single update in the original weights Π leads to at most two changes in Π (DM) (Equation (4)). Thus only O(log(n)) wavelet coefficients need to be re-calculated. Because of these new coefficients, the Equation P D = Q has to be regenerated, which requires O(B 2 ) time. Similar to the case of the data changes, for x changes in weights, the update time from
The time required to solve the equation P D = Q is then O(B 3 ). Therefore, the amortized time for x updates is O(
D. Weight change in weight mapping algorithm
The only difference between the data-mapping and the weight mapping regards the fact that a single update in weights may cause up to n changes in weighted data Π (W M) ⊙ A. Thus, we need O(n) wavelet transform time, and the amortized cost is still
In summary, our incremental method exploits the previous computed values residing in the database to compute the new values, avoiding the new values to be calculated from scratch. Therefore, this method can successfully reduce the update cost for both data-mapping and weightmapping from linear to sub-linear in time.
VI. SPECIAL CASES FOR RANGE-SUM WEIGHTS
In the previous sections, we discussed the most general cases of weights, in which each point of the weight may differ from the other ones. However, there are some special scenarios in which weights may have some nice structures that, if fully exploited, might help to further reduce the running time. In this section we discuss three of them: Uniform Weights, Uniform Length Weights and Hierarchical Sum Weights.
Uniform weights This case, also known as "unweighted range-sum problem", assume that there is only one unique weight for all intervals, i.e. ∀i, j, k, l,
Uniform length weights This case assume that the weights are same if their interval lengths are the same, i.e.
where h is the unit weight difference. In this context, we use Π |l| to represent the weight for an interval with length l, such that
Hierarchical sum weights This case assume the existence of a unique weight Π i,i for each i. All other weights can be derived from them, i.e. Π i,j = j k=i Π k,k . Recall that in section IV, after we constructed the prefix tables, the computational costs for generating P, Q and solving P D = Q were completely independent from n. The dominant part of the overall cost O(n 2 + B 3 ) turned out to be the table construction time O(n 2 ).
For these special cases, where weights for different points and intervals are not totally independent, we will show that we can further reduce down the table size from O(n 2 ) to O(n) by exploiting the existence of an inner dependency between weights and intervals.
Before starting, we introduce a simple but important lemma that we will use later to analyze the cost reduction.
Lemma 2: Given a generic vector
Proof We generate the following two prefix sum tables from vector V in O(n) time.
Then any f (k, d, i, j) can be computed in 9 operations as in Equation (8).
For all these special cases, the prefix sum tables of size O(n 2 ) can be reduced to a vector of size O(n), which is similar to S V 1 , S V 2 . Furthermore, with the help of these new prefix vectors the entries of both matrix P and vector Q can still be computed in O(1) time. Running time for all other parts of the algorithm remains same, except the table construction time is reduced from O(n 2 ) to O(n). So the total running time is reduced to O(n + B 3 ). In this section, we discuss only the prefix vector for Q, i.e., the prefix vector of i∈I,j∈J Π[i, j]A(i, j). The prefix vector for P (prefix vector of i∈I,j∈J Π i,j ) can be considered as a special case of the previous one when A(i, j) = 1. In the following we use the uniform weight case as an example to show how to reduce the prefix table size, and summarize the results for all three cases in table II.
We also want to remark to the reader that we need to consider only two cases of overlapping intervals, e.g., I ∩J = φ and I = J, to further simplify our computation, because if I ∩ J = φ, and I = J, then j1 ≤ i2. This interval can be divided into 3 parts:
In these new intervals I1 ∩ J1 = φ, I2 = J2 and I3 ∩ J3 = φ. This division creates 3 subintervals, each of them can be solved by using the prefix vectors defined in the table I.
Example: prefix table reduction for uniform weights In the uniform weight case, Π i,j is a constant for all intervals. We define
where interval I = [i1, i2], J = [j1, j2], and S3 is defined in table I.
As a result, if we pre-compute a prefix sum vector S3, the prefix sum i∈I,j∈J A(i, j) for any interval I, J can be computed in constant time as in equation (9) . Therefore
In this section, we have shown that our algorithm can be easily applied to different special weights, with a dramatic complexity reduction. This is because our algorithms 
capture the properties of the real complex component, i.e., the O(n 2 ) weights, through its prefix sum table. When the weights can be simplified, the cost of our algorithm can be simplified accordingly.
VII. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we show the accuracy and efficiency of our method on different data sets. We use the relative error defined as RE = ǫB ǫ0 =
for point-wise approximation, and RE = ǫB ǫ0 =
for range-sum approximation, where ǫ B is the absolute approximation error with B buckets. The experiment was done by using a Linux machine with 2.80GHz processor and 2047 MB memory.
A. Point-wise queries
In this section, we compare the 2-step, M-step and Wwav algorithms using both synthetic and real data sets. In these experiments, we set I = 1 for the M-step method. For other I values, the approximation error is between error of 2-step, and error of M-step with I = 1. a) Synthetic Data: The synthetic data set contains 4096 data points, and they are extracted from a normal, an exponential and a uniform distribution. The weights are extracted from a zipf distribution with α = 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8. In the following we compare the 2-step and Mstep algorithms for Point-wise approximation against the W-Way algorithm in terms of accuracy, efficiency, time and skewness.
Accuracy Accuracy results are shown in Figure 8 (a) when the data set is extracted from an exponential distribution with parameter λ = 0.01. Major consideration to make is related to the shape of these curves: the error for W-wav jumps to 2.5ǫ 0 and remains there even after B = 200 while both the 2-step and M-step always keep the error under 0.5ǫ 0 . The reason of such behavior is related to the fact that when a data set contains very large values, W-wav takes more wavelets from this region than necessary, while the 2-step and M-step algorithms can set 0 as coefficients for the "unwanted" wavelets.
Efficiency Efficiency results are shown in Figure 8 (b) when the data set is extracted from a normal distribution with mean=10 and variance=100. Notice here the 2-step and M-step algorithms are capable to reduce the error to 0.5ǫ 0 around B = 200, while the error of W-wav is still 
LS j and HS j stands for
, in uniform length weights case and hierarchical sum weights case; LS i and HS i stands for from normal and uniform distributions. Important to notice here how the performance of the W-wav method decreases as weights become more skewed, e.g. from to zipf 0.8. This characteristic can be explained because W-wav method combines weights with wavelets. The more skewed the weights are, the higher will be the probability that wavelets with heavy weights will be used. On the other hands, both the 2-step and M-step algorithms can ignore those exaggerated wavelets by setting their coefficients to 0. b) Real Data: In order to validate the above performance metrics on more realistic data, we use a data set collected from the 66th day of the World Cup 1998 [20] . We chose this data set because it represents the set with the largest number of points. In these experiments, the data represents the query subject, which may be a web page or a picture, while the data value represents the max response size of the subject. Weights correspond to the number of queries for each data point after normalization. In this case as well, we observe the same dynamics as before for the relative error; the W-wav method provides a relative error above 2ǫ 0 at first, then it is slowly reduced to 0.35ǫ 0 at B = 600 and remains there through B = 1000 (Figure 11 ). The 2-step algorithm reduces its error to 0.35ǫ 0 with B = 13 while the M-step reduces its error to 0.35ǫ 0 with only B = 9. The running time difference between the 2-step method and the W-wav method is very small when B < 100.
B. Range-Sum Approximation
In this section we compare our proposed algorithm, the data mapping method, the weight mapping method with the following method, including the Naive method described in Section IV.
. Data Our data-mapping method, where Π (DM) The Naive method produces relative errors in the range 40 − 90 while Data pushes it down below 1 ( Figure 12 ). The reason of this dynamic is due to the fact that B is too small for data set with O(n 2 ) length. In Figure 13 we compare the Data and Data2 methods in terms of their accuracy. We highlight how Data performs better than Data2 over different data sets, because the weights computed by Data2 are not as accurate as the weights computed by Data that are derived directly from the error functions. For exponential and uniform data, Weight is much better than Weight2. The error is almost 0. But in normal data, it is worse ( Figure 13 ). The reason is that Weight2 focuses only on intervals start with i, i + 1, i − 1 or ends with i, i − 1, i + 1, but ignores all other intervals [i, j] that cover it. For the exponential and uniform data set, some intervals may contain very different values from others. Ignoring those intervals will incur large errors. Weight considers all intervals that cover the data point, but it exaggerates the middle part of the signal. For normal data, all intervals are similar, exaggeration of certain intervals will make them unfairly important than others. This causes error.
In Figure 14 we show relative error of Data and Weight method as a function of skewness of weights (zipf 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8). As a consequence, the skewness of the queries does not affect the algorithm accuracy because both Data and Weight method sums certain Π[i, j]s together to compute a new weight. This summation cancels out the skewness effect.
VIII. CONCLUSION
We studied nonuniform approximation for both pointwise and range-sum queries. Although the approximation is one dimension, it can be easily generalized to multidimensions, because the methods we used to choose wavelets and coefficients are not restricted by dimensionality. The wavelets are selected from the optimal solution for weighted data, however they are not optimal with respect to the original data. To overcome the above problem, we add a second step to optimize their coefficients for the 
